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by Madeline Quin 
More students means one thing at 
USD . . . more room is needed. 
Financial Affairs Director Jack 
Boyce says the administration and 
Board of Trustees are planning for 
additional parking, recreational 
facilities and more buildings on cam­
pus. 
"With that additional parking, I 
think we'll be able to accomodate 
students more effectively," said 
Boyce. According to Director 
Boyce, parking will be expanded to 
2700 spaces. Six-hundred are being 
added from the current 2100 spaces 
available to students 
Part of Marian Way will then be 
closed off and restricted to 
pedestrians. Cars will only drive 
along the edges of the campus 
toward the parking lots. Boyce add­
ed tht an analysis of traffic conditions 
on campus were presently taking 
place. 
Other changes taking place in the 
future will include the book store. 
School officials plan to move it into a 
Student Center. The center location 
is proposed west of Camino Hall. 
Boyce said all the equipment in the 
present bookstore is easily movable 
to the future center. "We designed it 
is such a way so that would move it 
to the center." 
A Conference Center will be built 
on the lawn next to the Hahn School 
of Nursing. Next to the Conference 
Center, a building for the School of 
Business will be built. A library facili­
ty will be built on the lawn next to the 
James Copley Library. Completion 
of the business building is projected 
in September, 1983. 
The Canyon close to Mission 
Crossroads will be the site for two 
fields. At present, McDowell Con­
struction Company is half-way 
finished in filling up the canyon for 
almost 7 more acres of recreational 
facilities. 
"We are proceeding will all the 
planning for the new facilities," said 
Boyce. However, he concluded the 
plans are dependent on funds. The 
size of the new Student Center will 
depend on how much the school will 
receive in contributions. Designing 
and planning are done in accor­
dance to the amount of financing 
available. 
The financial affairs director didn't 
seem concerned about a lack of 
money or any problems in raising 
funds. He believes Dr. Author 
Hughes, the USD President, and the 
Board of Trustees are prepared in 
raising the necessary finances. 
Boyce concluded, "We've been very 
successful." 
USD Ruggers in action against UC Irvine. The Ruggers destroyed UCI39-0. Story on Page 9. (Photo by Mark 
Ryland) 
Administration Rules On 
A.S. Senate Resolutions 
by Carol Damon 
The A S. Student Sentate has 
submitted several resolutions to 
various authoritative bodies of the 
university, which would amend cer­
tain policies and regulations. 
A proposal requesting an amend­
ment as to the modification of the 
existing tuition refund policy was for­
warded to Sr. Furay, Vice President 
and Provost. The resolution re­
quested that a 100% refund would 
apply during the first week of classes 
with an 80% refund the second 
week. There were two imperative 
reasons for this proposal; finances as 
well as access to the campus during 
vacation periods. Under current pro­
cedures, student's forfeit 20% of 
their tuition on the first day of classes 
of they wish to drop. 
The recommendation was denied 
by Sr. Furay, who denied approval 
for the following reasons: The 
bulletins have been printed through 
the 82-84 academic years. The new 
XYZ course option that was initiated 
last semester should also provide a 
deterrent for unwise scheduling that 
prevents premature closure of 
classes. A five week 100% refund 
policy that was previously announc­
ed will continue as planned. This 
policy also applies to the XYZ 
classes. 
These decisions were based on 
the fact that students errantly sign up 
for classes for which they are un­
prepared . 
The Senate requested that Sr. 
Furay implement a policy which 
would require professors to 
postpone* tests and grades until all 
students have access to all text and 
materials for the course. This would 
apply when a shortage occurs in the 
bookstore or an inadequate distribu­
tion of supplies by the faculty hap­
pens. Upon receipt of the materials, 
tests would be rescheduled after am­
ple time was allowed for prepara­
tion. The current channels of appeal 
are inefficient according to the 
Senate who feel an official policy is 
warranted. 
Sr. Furay also denied this request 
on the grounds that this proposal 
would be totally unenforceable. 
"Had you probed what you were 
asking al little more deeply, or 
sought advice more broadly on cam­
pus. you (the Senate) would have 
ascertained that what you were ask­
ing is obviously unenforceable, and 
might have proposed something less 
naive." commented Sr. Furay. That 
hard to obtain text has been a recurr­
ing problem for students throughout 
university history. Furay plans to in­
form professors that they should 
suggest the sharing of scarce 
materials until adequate supplies are 
made available or to reserve a copy 
(copies) in the Library. "I recognize 
that this may be inconvenient for 
those without books. . . the 
educational process cannot come to 
a halt until all students have the most 
perfect and convenient situation 
possible." said Furay in her reply to 
the Senate. Sr. Furay also feels that 
shortages occur when teachers allow 
classes to surpass their maximum 
size to accomodate crashers. 
Modifications were suggested con­
cerning the discrepencies in the ex­
isting parking policy. The Senate 
feels that the commuters were un­
fairly overcharged, sincy they paid 
$5 more than residents for their per­
mit. The A S. realized that reim­
bursement would incur added costs. 
Their solution would be to set a stan-
dard'fee of $20 for next year; this 
would forestall any increases in the 
fee. Tom Burke. Dean of Student 
Affairs, hasn't replied to this pro­
posal as he is waiting for the Univer­
sity Cabinet to respond. 
A Library Petition Survey, ad­
ministered by Laura Stanley, former 
Secretary of Academics, was con­
ducted last semester. This poll was 
taken in an effort to inform those 
who were in charge of scheduling 
Library hours that the current hours 
were insufficient and they should be 
expanded to accomodate the needs 
of the students. The proposed hours 
affected were those on Sundays. 
They were changed from 1:00 p.m. 
— 11 p.m. to 10:00 a.m. — 12:00 
a.m. This change was approved on 
a trial basis for one semester by 
Marian Holleman. Head Librarian. 
At the conclusion of this semester, 
the issue will be reviewed. If the 
students are availing themselves fo 
the added hours, then the new 
hours will become permanent. 
The A S. Senate is currently 
working on several new proposals 
concentrating on services in the 
academic areas. These resolutions 
will be forthcoming. 




by Carol Damon 
There is an alternative to sitting in 
that hot classroom for five hours a 
week for nearly four months. 
Students are allowed to earn credit 
through examination. However, a 
mild controversy has arisen concern­
ing the administration of such ex­
ams. 
The 1980-82 Undergraduate 
Bulletin's statement regarding credit 
by examination can be interpreted in 
two ways. It clearly states that many 
of the Subject Examinations of the 
College Level Examination Program 
(CLEP) have been approved by the 
faculty. The misunderstanding occirs 
in the first paragraph. It can be im­
plied that by contacting the office of 
the Dean and filing a petition re­
questing a competency exam other 
than CLEP may also be taken. 
This conflict concerning the 
method of challenging a course was 
recently brought before Sr. Furay, 
Academic Vice President and Pro­
vost, for clarification. After reviewing 
the matter. Sr. Furay concluded that 
CLEP exams are the only way credit 
will be awarded. Other competency 
tests may result in a waiver of re­
quirements necessary for gradua­
tion, but it is highly doubtful that 
credit will be given. 
In the late 1960'2 and early 
1970s, students were allowed to 
waive graduation requirements by 
demonstrating their competency in 
certain disciplines, but credit was not 
awarded CLEP tests were introduc­
ed at USD as a means to fulfill re­
quirements as well as a way to earn 
units during the 1970-1971 school 
year. The exams were officially ap­
proved in May of 1972. 
The advantages of the credit by 
examination program are a reduc­
tion in the cost of a course by one-
half as well as the obvious factor of 
times. Students who pass the test 
can expedite their college education 
dramatically. 
Those wishing to make use of the 
CLEP program should inquire at the 
Educational Development Cemter 
(EDC). where a list of approved 
courses is available. The EDC is 
located on the third floor of Sena 
Hall. 
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EDITORIAL 
Bookstore Bungling 
There will always be problems and there will always be complaints in a col­
lege bookstore, but the grievances, both in number and severity, indicate that 
the USd bookstore is experiencing a personnel and efficiency dilemma. 
At best, this semester's buy back system was an example of ineptitude. The 
operation behind the counter was slow and unorganized. On one particular 
afternoon, the refund counter ran out of cash. This was a mistake in planning 
which should have been avoided. Even so, some form of compensation 
should have been offered to students who waited over two hours in line. 1 
personally saw a man arrive at the counter at least 15 minutes before the 
posted closing time, yet it was shut down. No one else in the store offered to 
take care of him and their only explanation to him was that the man behind 
the operation had just decided to close He had driven from La Jolla only to 
be turned away. 
Bookstore Manager, Leroy Weber, said he realized lines were too long and 
feh students should never have to wait more than 20 minutes The problem 
was, and Weber coincides with thie, is that the operation was slow due to the 
lack of experience behind the counter 
This inefficiency also extends into the stocking and pricing of books. 
Several students have complained that they have taken a book to a register 
with two prices on it, only to have the lower one crossed out. Although 
Weber said it shouldn't have been done, the students were charged the 
higher price. The bookstore should charge the higher price. When a book is 
reordered and comes in at a higher cost, the other book should be raised so 
that they are all the same. Mistakes like forgetting to erase the old price of a 
book is another example of inexperience leading to inefficiency and added 
cost. 
There have also been at least two texts that I know if, Problems and 
Materials in Trial Advocacy and the Uniform System of Citation, that were 
put on the shelf at the Bookstore's cost. This is fine for students who need 
these books, but obviously the loss of profit has to be made up someplace 
else. It was a mistake by whomever recived and stocked the books. They 
must have read the net cost on the invoice as the retail, but the mistakes add 
up, both financially and by their inconvenience. 
Obviously, something will have to change. Weber admits that things aren't 
always handled properly. Ultimately though, it is all his responsibility as 
Manager. Either he will have to teach the inexperienced persons under him 
or more closely supervise their work, even if it means assisting them in each 
phase of it. 
It's apparent WebeT has either a management or hiring problem. Most of 
his personnel are highly competent but maybe the time has come to 
reevaluate the operation and the previous experience of his key employees, 
for the efficiency of the bookstore is ultimately his responsibility. In the end, 
the problems tare his, and his alone to solve. 
Letters To 
The Editor 
The Invisible Power Elite 
Sexist Vista 
To the Editors of the VISTA 
regarding the February 4, 1982 
issue. 
Dear Editors: 
In the February 4 issue of the 
Vista, posted was an advertisement 
requesting 'attractive women with 
good figures — some nudity re­
quired . . .'At the risk of sounding 
prudish, it is our opinion that the ad 
was in very poor taste and is in­
sulting to the female students here at 
USD. This is a Catholic University 
and the women here are interested 
in an education, not porno movies. 
Please remember that in the future 
and keep your disgusting, sexist ads 
















































Ever wonder why one administra­
tion makes similar mistakes or 
repeats the same mistakes as its 
predecessor? Why did we take so 
long to end the Vietnam conflict? 
What about the national humiliation 
and defeat experienced in Korea 
and Vietnam? These were wars the 
U.S. should have won. To make it 
more meaningful today, why 
haven't we normalized relations with 
Taiwan? What about the sale of 
AWACs to' the Saudis? The only 
area in the Middle fast region that 
offers any measure of stability is 
Israel. Why jeopardize this area of 
stability by selling sophisticated air­
craft to an unstable country? 
1 believe all of the issues mention­
ed above, directly or indirectly, have 
been shaped by an invisible power 
elite. 
Before launching on the topic of 
this hidden power elite structure one 
point has to be made with respect to 
my interpretation or theory of 
history. History, contrary to the 
beliefs of some, does not occur in a 
vacuum. History by its nature in­
volves the interaction of events and 
the human response to those events. 
Things do not just happen in history, 
or coincidentally. as some would 
have us believe As Gary Allen, well 
known author, teacher, lecturer and 
former Stanford history graduate, 
has said, "either things happen by 
accident, or they happen because 
they are planned ." It is by the 
premise that man is responsible for 
his own actions and consequently 
his destiny that history has its roots. I 
say this not as a matter of personal 
bias but rather an established fact 
born out in the historical record. 
Based on the premise that history 
is not just coincidental, but has a 
reason and purpose for happening 
let me proceed to my topic — the 
hidden power elite. 
Falling under tl)e headings of 
countless names — Bilderbergers. 
Trilateralists, the Council of Foreign 
Relations (heretofore C.F.R.), 
Knights of the Round Table, the 
Pilgrim Society, the Atlantic Union 
movement, etc. — their members 
include congressmen and former 
congressmen, businessmen, 
bankers, academicians and in some 
Teresa Morberg 

















To the Vista Staff: 
I would like to extend my sincere 
gratitude for being the subject of 
your "Question of the Week" col­
umn. I'm pleased to find out just 
what my purpose in life is! With 
reference to Mr. Kohl's response, I 
would like to point out that the 
University of San Diego is not for 
sale. 
— John Trifiletti 
cases religious leaders The ultimate 
goal of these groups is to bring about 
a new world order, or government, 
via political, economic, and media 
manipulation. 
The origin of the Trilateral Com­
mission can be traced to the writings 
of Zbiginew Brzezinski (remember he 
was Jimmy Carter's National Securi­
ty Advisor). In his book entitled Bet­
ween Two Ages. Brzezinski extolls 
the principles he feels Marxism 
means to him. On page 83 the 
author states that: "Marxism, 
disseminated on the popular level in 
the form of Communism, represents 
a major advance in man's ability to 
conceptualize his relationship to the 
world." On page 308 and 309, 
Brzezinski states that his desire is to 
eventually see the establishment of a 
world government. Brzezinski also 
comments that before a union of the 
Marxist governments could be 
brought about, "an earlier phase 
would be required, involving the 
forging of community links among 
the U.S., Western Europe, and 
Japan." 
Though the foundation of the 
Trilateral Commission is based on 
the tenets of Brzezinski the actual 
establishment of the Commission is 
the responsibility of David 
Rockefeller, chairman of the Chase 
Manhattan Bank. This is the same 
David Rockefeller whose Chase 
Manhattan Bank financed the con­
struction of the Kama River 'truck 
factory.' It was later discovered that 
this 'truck factory', the largest of its 
kind anywhere, was assembling 
military transport equipment for the 
Soviets to use in their invasion of 
Afghanistan. 
The Council on Foreign Relations 
whose end goals and directives are 
similar to those of the Trilateral 
Commission, was founded in 1921. 
Making its headquarters on the cor­
ner of Park Avenue and 68th Street 
in New York City, the founder of the 
C.F.R. was Edward Mandell House, 
President Wilson's "alter ego". 
House, one of the most powerful 
men during the Wilson administra­
tion from 1913 to 1921, was chief 
architect of the original edition of the 
book entitled, Philip Dru: Ad­
ministrator. In the book House calls 
for, "socialism dreamed of by Karl 
Marx." House calls for a "con­
spiracy" which would gain control of 
both Democratic and Republican 
parties, and use them to bring about 
the socialist world government. It is 
noteworthy that in 1913 the propos­
ed legislation for a graduated iflcome 
tax and the establishment of a state 
controlled bank, both planks in the 
Communist Manifesto, became law. 
Both happened during the first year 
of the Edward Mandell House-
dominated Wilson administration. 
Briefly, some of the members of 
the C.F.R have included and in­
clude: 1948 presidential candidate 
Thomas Dewey, Eisenhower, Ken­
nedy, Humphrey, McGovern, Nix­
on, Carter, and Alexander Haig, 
current Secretary of State. I want to 
stress that although not all members 
of such groups may agree as to the 
exact method (s) of how they will 
achieve their ultimate goal of world 
government, and the degree of 
fervency in which they pursue these 
goals, their membership in these 
elitist groups make them suspect. 
If you are asking yourself why you 
have not heard of this before, 
perhaps you have noted the slanted 
point of view, slanted to the left, 
from which most news is presented. 
Our 'free press' is a censored press. 
The reason many people have never 
heard of these secret Establishment 
organizations is that many of the well 
known newspapers, magazines, and 
broadcasting stations are owned or 
influenced by these power elite 
groups. Any disclosure, by the press 
who are C.F.R. members, run the 
risk of having their membership ter­
minated . 
In retrospect, what does the threat 
of a one world government pose? 
The establishemnt of a system such 
as this would mean: (1) a reduction 
in the standard of living and 
redistribution of wealth, (2) being 
told what to do, when to do it, and 
how to live by a sovereign oligarchy, 
(3) an absence of free will, the 
stagnation of intellectual pursuit, 
repression of the inventive spirit, and 
the lack of psychological liberty, (4) 
there will be no desire to work since 
the fruits of one's labor ultimately 
goes to the state, (5) a police state 
where men comply to law by force 
rather then being governed by a set 
of Christian values and having a 
conscience subordinate to God, (6) 
finally, the countless social problems 
that crop up in an environment like 






























A forum. The New Christian Right and the First Amendment." 
will be held in USD's Solomon Lecture Hall on February 18 at 7:30 p. m 
The program has been established in cooperation with the USD School of 
Graduate and Continuing Education and is being sponsored by the 
Americans United for Separation of Church and State 
Discussants will be John Lorenzen. Executive Director. Moral Majority 
of California and John Stevens. Public Affairs and Religious Liberty Direc­
tor. Pacific Union Conference. Seventh-day Adventists. Director of TV 
Program Development of KPBS TV Gloria Penner will moderate the 
forum. 
Women's small group Bible studies will be meeting every Wednes­
day. 6:30-8 p.m. (Michelle Medugno. Leader): Every Thursday, 6:30-8 
p.m. (Denise Quirk. Leader) Women's small groups meet in front of 
Founders Ghapel 
A group for both men and women will be meeting every Thursday, 
6:30-8 p.m. (Peter Bastasch. Leader) Meeting room. Founders 128. 
All who have not received the Sacrament of Confirmation and wish 
to do so this year, please meet in Fr. Lany's office (by Founders Chapel) 
on Sunday. Feb. 14, after the 7 p.m. Mass 
Today. Thursday. Feb. 11. is the First meeting for the Italian 
Club. Very important for all interested to attend In the Serra Hall Con­
ference Room at 12:30 p.m. 
Sweetheart T.G. this Friday! From 3-5 at the Sports Center. What 
does love and drinking have to do with each other? 
ASB/Film Forum bring you "American Gigolo" plus the winner of 
the USD Gigolo Contest In the Camino Theatre, 7 p.m. 
ASB/BSU Sweetheart Dance in the Student Union from 9-2. Bring 
your true one or find one there. 
It's The Dating Game, sponsored by The Barkmen on Saturday, Feb. 
13 at 8:30 in the Camino Theatre. Admission is only $1. Last year's was a 
great success and this should prove to be better yet. 
Spanish Club activities include a Flower sale Feb. 12, from 10-1 in 
front of Serra, a bake sale. Feb. 24. from 10-1 in front of Serra, and free 
tutoring at the Tutorial Center in the S.U. 
Student/ Faculty Forum: Creation versus Evolution. In the Mission 
Crossroads. Tuesday, Feb. 16, at 8 p.m. The theories collide. 
Neil Simon's "Chapter Two" the professional production comes to 
USD's Camino Theatre at 8 p.m.. Wed.. Feb. 17. Tickets on sale at the 
box office now 
ERA: Equality Now 
by Greg Bart 
By 1972 both the House and Senate branches of congress had passed 
the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). Proponents of this simply and clearly 
worded piece of legislation ("Equality of rights under the law shall not be 
denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of sex ") 
felt they had achieved a resounding breakthrough in human rights here in 
the U S Ratification by 36 sentinent states would guarantee in law that the 
growing female work force would no longer be shackled with the chains of 
second-class citizenship, namely lower pay for equal work and diminished 
opportunity for advancement. Further cause for celebration was the fact 
that poll after impartial poll demonstrated the support given to ERA by a 
healthy majority of the American people Passage of the bill would add 
another notch to the widening belt of civil rights legislation in America. 
Unfortunately, activists and political opportunists have conspired to turn 
the belt into a noose. By spreading a barrage of bizarre and highly flam­
mable mis-information (some extremists falsely contend that ERA would 
force the establishment of unisex bathrooms!) opponents have for ten years 
sought to coax and coerce key state legislatures into withdrawing support 
for it. Politically sensitive state senators find themselv'es harassed on all sides 
by right-wing findamentalists, preachers, male corporate executives, and 
conservative politicos, who all stand to loose upon implementation of the 
ERA It should be noted that to a large extent this is the same crew which 
opposed landmark civil rights legislation during the 60's, legislation which 
helped subdue an equally painful social problem, racism. For some it is a 
question of religious dogma! Fundamentalists feel the bible plainly limits the 
role of the woman, a definition which would not sit well with most college 
coeds past, present or future. Others see female equality as an added ex­
pense on the balance sheet. ERA would outlaw two-faced wage policies 
which make it acceptable to pay a female 40% less or more than a male in 
the same position with the same responsibilities, and with the same or 
greater level of competence. Still more see ERA as an imposition upon time 
old tradition, in the vein of "Father Knows Best" type T V. shows of the fif­
ties. These people find it hard to imagine the female to be anything more 
than attractively shaped lumps of flesh which coo when touched in the right 
places. 
Equal rights for women are highly overdue in America. Defeat of the 
Equal Rights Amendment would show the rest of the world that the United 
States is still not serious about Human Rights at home. And if you don't 
think that's important, just ask your mother, or girlfriend, or aunt, or sister, 
or grandmother, or . . . 
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College Campus' — A Source of Recruits? 
by Tom Paskowltz 
Every once in a while, as we walk 
in and out of Serra Hall, one of us 
may pause long enough to notice a 
uniformed young man sitting at a 
table Upon closer inspection we 
may even notice that this young man 
is here representing a branch of the 
Armed Forces. At this point our 
SUMMER JOBS 
Have you thought about getting a 
summer job yet? It is not too early to 
start applying. Applications are now 
being taken for various job oppor­
tunities with the federal government. 
There are a number of openings for 
persons with a variety of skills and 
interests, both in San Diego and 
other areas. Available openings 
across the United States include 
positions dealing with economics, 
math, statistics, computer program­
ming, writing and editing, account­
ing, psychology, etc. Some applica­
tion deadlines are as early as mid-
February so be sure to stop by the 
Student Employment Center as 
soon as possible to get more infor­
mation. 
The San Diego Zoo Hospital also 
has openings for summer employ­
ment. Applicants should have an in­
terest in research and be familiar with 
chemical, biochemical, and/or 
physiological principles and 
laboratory techniques. The position 
lasts for 10 weeks and pays $1000 
for this period. The student may 
have no other employment during 
this period. The application deadline 
for this position is March 22. 
Other part-time positions available 
at this time include: 
1855 T.A. — Wpuld be a 
teacher's aid for the seventh grade at 
a local junior high. Would be work­
ing 15 hrs./wk, M-F in the morning 
or afternoon. $4.30/hr. 
2186 PET SHOP SALES -
Duties include sales and care of 
animals at a tropical fish store in 
Chula Vista. Days and hours are 
flexible. Bilingual preferred. 
$3.35/hr. 
512 RECEPTIONIST - Position 
involves taking reservations and 
making some membership sales at a 
racquetball court. Days and hours 
deduction has been quite natural 
and correct. However, once we in­
quire as to what the person's pur­
pose is, our deduction can become 
quite frayed 
Surely this man isn't recruiting? 
Aren't the people who go to college 
the ones who don't need the Armed 
Forces? Haven't we all been led to 
are flexible. $3.50/hr, plus commis­
sion. 
101 BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL -
Small Interior Design Studio has 
need for part-time book­
keeper/clerical assistance. Daily 
work is required, although the hours 
are flexible between the times of 9-5 
pm. Background in accoun­
ting/bookkeeping is required. 
$3.35/hr. 
1702 PARTS SHIPPING PER­
SON — Local corporation needs 
person to assist in the shipment of 
parts. Must be able to lift 75 pounds 
and have legible handwriting. Will be 
working Monday-Friday, for 4-5 
hours a day. $4.50/hr. 
believe that all our friends who didn't 
go to college would wind up with a 
crew cut and call everyone Sir? 
One must assume that this re­
cruiter can be here for only one of a 
few possible reasons: 1) Armed 
Forces recruiting in major colleges is 
booming. (A quick glance at the 
space students maintain from the 
recruiting table will quickly correct 
this assumption). 2) Recruiting is at 
an all time low and the procedure 
must go on at every place a possible 
prospect resides. (This appears quite 
feasible and most probable.) 3) 
Recruiting outside of colleges is 
resulting in such a poor selection of 
young people that recruiters are 
forced to look at college students 
even though their chances of getting 
any are slim. (Now we're getting 
somewhere.) 
My personal recollection of seeing 
recruiters on campus was initially 
one of great disgust. Not only did 1 
resent this figure's presence on my 
campus because of my dislike for 
what I'd heard about soldier life, but 
how ignorant could this clown be for 
thinking that someone might actually 
sign up. Unfortunately, or should I 
say fortunately, my thoughts and 
opinions about this man and the 
Armed Forces have changed. 
With the release of information 
concerning the strength of our na­
tional defense, we were all shocked 
(Continued on Page 5) 
Serra Hall/Student Union Hours 
Spring Semester, 1982 














7:30AM - 9:30PM7:30AM -4:30PM 
Saturday Sunday 
9AM - 4PM CLOSED 
Game Room Monday-Friday Sat.-Sun. 
7AM - 10PM 11AM-10PM 
Total Union Mon-Thurs Friday 
7AM - 3AM 7AM 10PM 
Saturday Sunday 
9AM - 10PM 11AM - 3AM 
Sunday-Thursday, Midnight-3AM: 1) monitored quiet study (ex­
perimental basis for one month): 2) ASB offices and Vista office ac-
cesible for ASB personnel. 
Friday and Saturday hours will be extended for the duration of any 
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SENIOR SURVEY 
Hoods Or Party? 
Attention: Graduating Seniors! 
How important are graduation 
hoods to you? What is a hood? It is 
colorful cape which USD graduates 
have traditionally wom over their 
gowns Most colleges and univer­
sities do not provide hoods for 
undergraduates Hoods are general­
ly reserved for masters and doctoral 
graduates. Over the years USD has 
been able to provide all graduates 
with hoods because of the low 
number of graduates each year 
Due to an increasing number of 
graduates and budget limitations, 
this year s Commencement Commit­
tee has been forced to reconsider the 
n e c e s s i t y  o f  h o o d s  f o r  
undergraduates. The expense of 
Drunk 
Driving 
hoods would leave no funding for 
the Graduation PARTY and 10 free 
announcements for each graduate. 
The Commencement Committee, 
including student representatives, 
feels that funding for hoods should 
be discontinued in order to pay for 
the party and the announcements. 
However, the committee would like 
to know how the graduates feel 
about the use of hoods. Next Mon­
day and Tuesday (Feb 15 & 16) a 
poll will be conducted in front of 
Sena Hall from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. If 
you will be graduating this May, 
please participate! Here is an exam­
ple of the survey: 
Check your preference; Free 
Graduation Party and 10 free an­
nouncements. Hoods for 





You have just left a party where 
you had a few drinks and you get in­
to your car to go home You're driv­
ing down the street and a police car 
pulls you over to the side of the road 
and the officer asks you to step out 
of your car. You are asked to do a 
few simple tasks such as touching 
your fingertips to your nose or walk­
ing a straight line without staggering. 
If the officer suspects that you have 
been drinking too much, you will be 
taken to the police station. A breath 
test and/or blood test reveals an 
alchohol content of. 10. By law, you 
would be presumed to be intox­
icated. 
In 1981, the law gave the officer 
the choice of either placing you in 
jail, releasing you on your own 
recognizance providing that there is 
someone to drive you home, or tak­
ing you to a detoxification center. 
It is now 1982 and you're stopped 
for the same reason. The new law 
now stands: First time offense — 
Two days in jail; $375 fine; 90 day 
restriction on your driver's license, 
allowing you to drive only to and 
from work; a mandatory enrollment 
in an alcohol education program. 
Second offense within five years — 
Four month's jail sentence; $375 to 
$1,000 fine; one year driver's 
license restriction, allowing you to 
drive only to and from work; a man­
datory one year enrollment in an 
alcohol education program. 
The chances of your attorney plea 
bargaining for you in either of these 
offenses are slim to non-existent. If 
you do have your sentence reduced, 
the presiding judge and district at­
torney must go on public record ex­
plaining the reason for the sentence 
reduction. 
If your are involved in a traffic col­
lision and a death occurs, you can be 
charged with: Involved felony drunk 
driving; vehicular manslaughter; se­
cond degree murder. 
THINK ABOUT ITI 
Retraction 
In the Feb. 4 issue of the VISTA, it 
was stated that former Secretary of 
Academics, Laura Stanley, left her 
office when asked to leave the 
University. In actuality, Stanley sub­
mitted her resignation far prior ro be­
ing asked to leave her on campus 
housing. 
Can you handle some fast-paced 
excitement? Are your tired of the 
same daily routine? If going through 
the motions no longer satisfies you, 
your A.S.B. happily informs you of 
an alternative. The alternative is you 
and your involvement in you A.S.B. 
There's no better time than right 
now. The benefits are endless. 
A.S.B. is not only sitting in on a 
few meetings — it is getting involved 
with people. People make the dif­
ference. People make it spon­
taneous. People also provide you 
with the satisfaction and benefits. 
Right now, one of the best ways to 
survey all that U.S.D. offers you is to 
take notice of Club Day on Tuesday, 
February 16 in front of Serra Hall 
from 11 a.m. — 1 p.m. This is an 
excellent opportunity to leisurely 
visit with representatives from cam­
pus clubs, organizations, fraternities 
and sororities. You will be pleasantly 
surprised at all your school offers-
you. 
Right now if you are interested in 
challenging yourself further, from 12 
p.m. — 1 p.m. you A.S.B. 
representatives from all areas of pro­
gramming and services will be 
available for discovery and ready to 
enlist your support and talents. 
The following is a list of areas 
within your A.S.B with which you 
can get involved, right now: Election 
Committee, Student Court, Year­
book, Newspaper, Bullpen (cof­
feehouse entertainment), Lark 
entertainment. Film Forum, Cultural 
Arts, Speakers Bureau, Social 
Events Committee (it's very social), 
Student/Teacher Evaluations, Sign 
Shop, Publicity Committee. Spirit 
Committee, Community Services, 
or Public Relations. 
Right now, think ahead to the not-
so-distant future. Run for an elected 
office in the April elections and get 
directly involved in the policy pro­
cess and change of your university. 
Gain the personal satisfaction that 
involvement brings at a small univer­
sity. Be a force. Involvement deter­
mines the direction this university 
takes. The benefits already exist, the 
only thing missing is you. 
Think about it, right now. 
A scene from "Kurumi" to be presented in March 1982. 
Educational Cultural Complex 
Recreation of Contemporary Africa 
by Paul Gordon 
The Educational Cultural Com­
plex is a project dealing with the 
African nations, which is sponsored 
by the San Diego City School 
District. The program's Assistant 
Project Director, Anthony 
Ewaleifoh, was available to do an ex­
clusive interview with the Vista 
Newspaper. The following is a par­
tially edited translation of the con­
versation which took place. 
Vlata: What are the objective goals 
of the ECC? 
Mr. Ewaleifoh: Well Paul, its an at­
tempt to increase global economic 
relationships and cultural 
understanding of Africa and 
America. 
Vista: How do you fit into the 
schematics of the program? 
Mr. Ewaleifoh: On my first arrival 
here in the United States, the thing 
that really bothered me was that the 
Black Africans and the Black 
Americans don't communicate, let 
alone other American cultures. Be­
ing from Africa, people would stop 
me everytime trying to find out what 
it is like from where I came 
from.They want to know the history 
of Africa, and that is very unique to 
me. I feel that being from Africa I 
should be able to help in any way, in 
coordinating with Nigeria and the 
American nations, in any way I can. 
Vista: Isn't ECC sort of an educa­
tional project? 
Mr. Ewaleifoh: This project is very 
strongly educational and I feel that 
way because this program is attempt­
ing to almost transplant Africa in San 
Diego, all of a sudden, if you know 
what I mean. In this project, there 
are many things that go into opera­
tion such as seminars, lectures, film 
exhibitions and performances from 
the different African nations. They 
are presented by experts who are 
very knowledgeable in the field they 
are dealing with. 
Vista: Who are the people who 
usually come to participate? 
Mr. Ewaleifoh: The people who 
usually participate in the projects are 
mainly professors in different areas 
of their specialization, in business or 
economic affairs. Their are also 
students in different fields, and many 
of them are artists. 
Vista: How do you make the peo-. 
pie understand what you are trying 
to do? 
Mr. Ewaleifoh: Americans find it 
hard to relate to something that isn't 
from their culture. With the play I 
presented last May. I was about to 
bridge the gap The play, entitled 
"Kurunmi", had a cast of fifty actors 
and actresses, and the audience was 
able to relate to the play, and in fact, 
most people thought the characters 
were actually being portrayed by 
Black American actors. The play 
dealt the power struggle of Africans, 
and how they related to it. I think 
this is a subject which not many 
Americans are aware of. The plot of 
the play is about a king who dies, 
and his son, who must commit 
suicide, because it is traditionalistic in 
his nation, at the given time in 
history. At first my cast had trouble 
understanding the concepts in 
"Kurunmi". and it became even 
more difficult because these 
characters were real people who 
once lived. The play will be 
presented again in May strictly by 
public demand. Many people didn't 
get to see the play, even though it 
was on aired on the PBS cable TV 
network. 
Vista: Besides the play which you 
have directed for the ECC, what 
other events should people be 
watching out for? 
Mr. Ewaleifoh: Many Black 
Americans will be exhibiting their 
paintings, and other people from the 
different African nations will be hav­
ing lectures and seminars, and plays. 
The Educational Cultural Com­
plex is located at 4343 Ocean Blvd. 
EURAIL YOUTHPASS 
26 years and under. 2 months unlimited 
16 countries. $350.00 _ A 




5103 Linda Vista Road. San Diego. CA 92110 
SIGNUPS 
Senior Retreat 
For: This retreat is open to ALL 
Seniors 
When: After 7 pm Mass, Sunday 
Night, Feb. 14, 1982 
Where: Outside the Founders Chapel 
Cost: $5, at time of signup 
Retreat: in Julian 
Feb. 22-28, 1982 
M.U.N. 
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Our Own United Nations 
by Melante S. ROM 
To most people here as U.S.D. 
the M.U.N, is a mysterious 
phenomena. Some think its a Greek 
fraternity translated into english 
while others don't really care what it 
is. I'm one of those rare few who 
know that it isn't a Greek frat and I 
hope I can convince you of the 
same. 
The Model United Nations is a 
club designed to represent the 
United Nations at the University 
level. An annual conference is held 
where each university represents a 
certain country in the General 
Assembly and various other UN 
committees. When you haven't seen 
your Poli Sci or Inter Relations 
friends around for several days this is 
where they usually are! 
Debating numerous topics to pass 
resolutions-diplomatically requires 
research in current political affairs of 
the delegted countrys' position in the 
world Typical diplomatic "cocktail 
parties" ensue in the evening to 
discuss the problems and lobby other 
delegations to support your resolu­
tions. 
The club operates all year to 
organize and prepare for the con­
ference. Yes, you can get units! The 
best way for me to give you a feel for 
the conference is to tell you a little 
about my first conference. Never 
having seen a UN committe meeting 
I was surprised, pleased, shocked, 
"NO 
MORE 
MR. NICE GUY: 
"I'm not my old lovable 
self when I'm around 
cigarettes I get real 
cranky So I want all you 
smokers to quit once 
and for all And who 
knows7 You might even 
put a smile on my face' i 
American Cancer Society i 
manipulated, yelled at (formally of 
course and all within the rules of pro­
cedure) and above all thoroughly 
satisfied at my little ac-
complishements and all that I had 
absorbed Before I begin I should in­
form you that to keep this short and 
mainly to protect the innocent and to 
keep opinions out of this article I 
must eliminate the comments and 
details of speeches I think you'll still 
get a good idea of what happens 
After going to all the wrong com­
mittee rooms I finally found Special 
Political. I walked into a large room 
filled with rows of tables with 
placards on top with each country 
boldy printed on them with the UN 
insignia. I found the Great Britain 
placard and sat staring and shaking 
behind it. People mulled about 
everywhere until the Chairman call­
ed everyone to order. The only ones 
left walking about were pages who 
took notes to the delegates from 
other delegates so communication 
could be continued without the 
meeting being disrupted 
The Chair opened the meeting 
with a call to order, roll call, 
allotments of time for speakers, and 
he began the first agenda item. 
Debate began as speakers gave their 
countrys' views on widespread ter­
rorism that was currently rocking the 
world. 
Israels delegate was on the stage 






7:00 pm Friday 
Camino Theatre 
The five semifinalists in the USD 
Gigolo Contest will be 
presented. The winner shall be 
chosen by six female judges. 
observer (they have no vote in the 
UN — only observer status) in the 
back of the room interruped and 
began to respond to what he had 
heard Boos and hisses from the 
delegates only raised the volume of 
his voice. The Israeli delegate lashed 
out and the committee all stood and 
applauded his response. The Chair­
man called everyone to order and 
asked the PLO to observe the rules 
and enter his name on to the 
speakers list and await his turn 
Debate continued and the pages flew 
about the room relaying messages of 
the opinions of different countries to 
what had just happened A note 
dropped on my desk and I opened 
an artisitic piece of Guatemala sta­
tionary: Delegate of Gr. Britain — I 
feel you, as a fairly neutral country, 
could calm the committee so debate 
could get down to business. My 
resolution is pertinent but my speak­
ing will obviously be biased How do 
you feel about the Guatemalan 
resolution on. P S. You're cute 
I turned around to face 
Guatemala, he was writing away and 
HE was cute 1 decided he was right 
and I raised by placard to comment 
on a heated emotional speech from 
Syria that was taking valuable time 
needed to present resolutions The 
Chairman eyed by placard and said. 
"Yes, delegate of Great Britain, 
under what point do you rise?' 
"C-23 short comments and 
CLASSIFIED 
Roommate wanted: C l e a n .  
responsible, no cigarette smokers 
Pacific Beach 2 bedroom, $167 plus 
'/z utilities. 483-3643 Steve. 
The Phi Kappa Theta Fraterni­
ty is looking for men who want to 
get more out of school academics 
and life here at school. Watch for 
our Rush Program starting 2-15. 
It could mean a lot to your life 
here at USD. 
Sit on a sofa, a naif, ana a boa1 
You can feel at ho-ne with an entire 
apartment of quality furnishings from 
CORT. the nation's largest furniture rental 
company You only make low, monthly 
rental payments 
At the CORT Decorator Showroom, 
you'll see a wide selection of tables 
lamps, sofas ana choirs m many fabrics 
ana colors 
CORT delivers in 48-72 hours 
CORT gives you a 100* option to buy 
And CORT is offering students 10* off 
on any furniture you rent thru Feb 1982' 
So get off the floor and sH on HI 
Fast and easy with CORT! 
STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON 
10% OFF ON FURNITURE RENTAL WITH THIS COUPON 
iim.i Coupon oef S'uden' • Good »n»u «eo 28 '«82 
Ooes no» oocv »o o"«oov a «rou^'#a ooc«o0#i 
Oceonslde 
1719 Oceanside Bivd South 
439-0711 
San Diego 
6195 University Ave 
583 2981 
Mon 0-8 -Sot 0 5 30 Crrs 
CORT sells Rental Return Furniture at Oceanside and Son Diego 
San Diego/Kearny Mesa 
4646 Convoy St 
292 6057 
speeches " I replied in a British ac­
cent. I knew one wasn't allowed to 
dress in their respective country's 
dress, but no one has said anything 
about accents! It worked, the com­
mittee quieted down and listened to 
my english. "You have 60 seconds 
delegate," replied the chair. 
"Thank You Mr Chairman. I am 
aware that we are here to discuss all 
aspects of these agenda items, but 
bickering of unnecessary fortitude 
over some of the items are out of the 
realm of time we have to resolve the 
resolutions ." suddenly the back 
door burst open and 1 was inter­
rupted by an officer from the 
Secretariat. "Everyone must 
evacuate the building immediately" 




by Doona Haff 
This past weekend I came across 
a song that touched me. I wanted to 
share it with all of you. I am a senior 
entering my last semester here. 
Although I have attended USD for a 
short time, many people have deep­
ly touched my life Before we get too 
far into this semester and rushed 
with studying 1 want to share this 
with you. 
I want to say something 
to all of you 
who have become a part 
of of the fabric of my life. 
The color and texture 
which you have brought 
into my being 
have become a song. 
and I want to 
sing it forever. 
There is an energy in us 
which makes things happen 
when the paths of other persons 
touch ours 
and we have to be there 
to let it happen. 
When the time 
of our particular sunset comes 
our thing, our accomplishment 
won't really matter a great deal. 
But the clarity and care 
with which we have loved others 
will speak with vitality 
of the great gift of life 
we have been for each other 
Take care all of you. and have a 
great semester. 
to leave We vacated and milled 
around by the pool of the hotel 
discussingthe possibilities of the 
evacuation. The message came soon 
and spread like wildfire. There had 
been a bomb scare. The real police 
in the area weren't sure if it was real 
or part of our "model" conference 
AfteT all there were a few thousand 
university students — future 
statesmen — assembled together. 
Until we were allowed to go inside 
be began to plan "caucusing parties" 
for that night to discuss the issues. 
We were finally allowed back in and 
left the other delegates with shouts of 
"B.Y.O.B. at the Sheraton Rm 
435!" 
So a sampling of USD's M.U.N.! If 
your interested we have meetings on 
Wednesdays in F-124 at 4 p.m. The 
first one will be Feb. 10. If you have 
any questions contact our fantastic, 
fruitful, and humorous advisor Dr. 
Oddo or the President Melanie Ross, 
or Vice President Jesse Lee or 
Secretary Veronica Piatt o 
Treasurer Greg Bart 
College 
Recruits? 
(Continued from Page 3) 
to find out that not only was the 
number of recruits down but the 
people that were signing up were 
"the back wash of society." Clearly 
this is a situation which cannot be 
condemned but only pitied. To think 
that recruiters have actually been 
forced to go to colleges where they 
know their chances are minimal to 
none is indeed frightening. 
Perhaps this situation is so shock­
ing because we've always tended to 
think of the Armed Forces in terms 
of just those people whom we've 
been associated with: and since 
we're all college students, our line of 
acquaintances can't be that low. 
(that is. excluding my own. of 
course.) I can recall a number of 
friends and relatives who have join­
ed the Army. Navy or Marines. 1 
wouldn't hesitate to classify them as 
"good" people: people who I would 
have confidence in as far as defense 
is concerned Yet all of us seem to 
forget that these people constitute a 
very small percentage of the entire 
group. Hence, when we hear that 
our defenses are in pitiful shape, 
we're more or less shocked. But as 
long as the man with the crew cut sits 
behind the table with no one to talk 
to, our shock should turn toward the 
pitiful state. 
ML 
USD RESIDENCE STAFF 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
University of San Diego 
Department of Housing 
Residential Special Events Program 
Position Title: Summer Conference Coordinator 
Reports To: Area Summer Confernece Resident Directors and 
Director of Housing. 
Job Summary: Conference Coordinator will assist in all facets of the Residential 
Special Events Program. Coordinator will be responsible for sen icing the needs of con­
ference groups and sports camps housed in USD residence halls. This would include 
the administrative, clencal and physicafoperations necessary to provide housing, dining 
and meeting facilities to conference/camp participants. This involvement will include 
(I) General program preparation/operation plus (II) Servicing specific con­
ference/sports camp groups through (a) pre-conference preparation, (b) con-
ftrence/camp time services and (c) post-conference/camp follow up. 
These are live-in positions. Applications and additional information for these summer 
positions are available now at the Housing Office in the Mission Crossroads. Applica­
tion process should be completed by Wednesday, February 24,1982. There are six posi­
tions available. 
Date: February 15-17 




¥ Unparalleled suspense... 
\ 1982 Barkman 
4 Dating Game 
In Fabulous CaminoJ 
Theatre, Sat., Feb. 13 
at 8:30 p.m. 
Admission: One Token Dollar 
But don't delay. Visit the ArtCarved Ring Table and get your 
ring at a price that's too good to last! 
/IKORVED 
\ CLASS RINGS. INC. 
Party At Disneyland 
Party guests will have the oppor­
tunity to enjoy unlimited use of their 
favorite Disneyland attractions in ad­
dition to diverse musical entertain­
ment when a V.I.P. Party is held at 
the Park on Sunday, February 21. 
The noon to 10 p.m. mix-in party 
is open to students, faculty 
members, their families and friends 
for the special price of $13.50 per 
person. This special offer features 
transportation and unlimited use of 
Disneyland's more than 50 attrac­
tions (except shooting galleries). 
The event will include such 
favorite adventures as "The Haunted 
Mansion" in New Orleans Square. 
"Space Mountain" and "The Jungle 
Cruise" in Adventureland. "The 
Mark Twain Steamboat" and the 
Park's newest thrilling attraction. 
"Big Thunder Mountain Railroad" in 
Frontierland. 
Dancing to a selection of upbeat 
rock sounds by "Choice" will be of­
fered at the Tommorrowland Ter­
race, while in Frontierland, guests 
may enjoy the charming, Old West 
humor of the Golden Horseshoe 
Revue presented at the Golden 
Horseshoe Saloon. Teddy Buckner 
and his Jazz All-Stars will appear at 
New Orleans Square's French 
Market. 
The Disney cartoon characters will 
also present a live stage show during 
the unique event. 
Due to the annual refurbishment 
schedule for many Disneyland at­
tractions, the "Pirates of the Carib­
bean" and "Matterhorn Bobsleds" 
and "The People Mover" will not be 
available on February 21. 
Tickets may by purchased in the 
USD Box Office on Monday through 
Friday, 9 to 5. This is another event 
brought to you from the ASB. 
STYLE 
We've got what you want—a handsomely styled selection 
of college rings at a price you can afford. SILADIUM® College 
Rings carefully crafted in the ArtCarved tradition from a fine 
and durable jeweler's metal. 
Add your choice of custom options to the design you select 
and you'll have a ring you'll want to wear for years to come. 
Some USD coeds learn yet another pleasure enjoyed by their male counterparts. Maybe this isn't the kind of pinch 
they like. 
Duran Duran Debut A Success 
by Dan Dinan 
Duran Duran's self titled debut 
album, while being one of the top 5 
in sales in England, has unfortunate­
ly received little of the vital airplay 
that is necessary to become the suc­
cess in the record stores, required to 
survive in the highly competitive 
American market. This is an unfor­
tunate situation because this is one of 
the few albums released in this coun­
try that has deserved the top notch 
attention that makes a successful 
album. 
Duran Duran is an album that 
reminds what popular music was all 
about. Even upon first listening to 
this g roup's music it has an effecting 
sound that makes you want more. 
My first exposure to this group 
was a live engagement at L.A.'s 
Roxy nightclub. As usual when 
taken to see a group without a 
previous knowledge of their sound 1 
had great reservations, but these 
reservations were quickly dispelled. 
The performance, as the album, 
starts out with a song entitled Planet 
Earth which has an introduction that 
creates a rather eerie feeling which 
was on stage accentuated by the use 
of fog. very appropriately, too. 
The album proceeds to the song 
Girls On Film, which has been the 
only song on the album to receive 
any exposure of real attention (it 
should be familiar with all the KROQ 
fans). It is a song that is guaranteed 
to make even the most reserved of 
dancers jump to their feet. This song 
is among the best on the album at 
demonstrating the sound that seems 
to be Duran Duran. It contains a 
quick, hard-driving beat that incor­
porates the intelligent use of 
keyboards and the electronic sounds 
and images that they create, with an 
acoustic sound led by a highly in­
spired bass performance. 
The other 6 songs on the album 
follow along in the same vain. With 
affecting vocals and most notable 
drum work, this album should be a 
part of every modern music listener's 
catalog. 
THI TO^ytT ©UP 
IS NOW OPEN 
UP TO $25 OFF! 
SILADIUM COLLEGE RINGS 
NOW ONLY 
FEATURING DELICIOUS SOFT 
FROZEN YOGURT 
7612 Linda Vista Road, Mesa College Sq. 
corner of Linda Vista Road & Mesa College Dr. 
Across the Street from Kearny High School 
Behind Square Pan Pizza 
3 Blocks from Mesa College 
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Women's Tennis 
Looking Tough 
The USD Women's Tennis team 
began its competitive season Jan. 29 
with a dual match against top-
ranked UCLA, followed by matches 
in early Feb. against USIU, UCSB, 
and UC Santa Barbara. After these 
four opening games, the Lady 
Toreros hold a respectable 2-2 
record. Their losses came at the 
hands of UCLA and UC Santa Bar­
bara. 
Though USD lost to UCLA, their 
7V2-1V2 score was the best ever 
against the national-championship 
team. Sophomore MariCarmen 
Casta registered a 3-set upset over 
UCLA's No. 2, Kathy O'Brien, for 
their lone singles win. Toreros 
doubles team Farrell-Kouzu split sets 
and were unable to complete the 
third because of darkness thus gain­
ing USD's extra V2 point. 
The face-offs against USIU and 
UCSD proved little threat to USD's 
players, as the lady netters scored 
9-0 and 7V2-1V2 victories. However, 
as coach Scott McCarthy pointed 
out, "They were good practice for 
our up-and-coming match against 
UC Santa Barbara." As a highlight. 
Lady Torero Liza DeAngeles scored 
a clean 6-0, 6-0 win at the number 
six singles position against USIU. 
Other scored turned in were similarly 
decisive. 
"This match will go down in 
history!" announced Coach McCar­
thy at the conclusion of USD's thrill­
ing bout with UCSB. "I knew it 
would be a dog fight," he continued, 
"because last year, with only a slight­
ly different team, we barely beat 
them 5-4, twice." One reason this 
match will go down in history is that 
seven out of nine matches went to 
three sets. Every singles USD and 
UC Santa Barbara were tied at 3-3. 
This is evidence of how evenly mat­
ched the two teams were. Said Mc­
Carthy, "Judy Newman's singles win 
lasting 3 hours was a good example 
of how close and tough each match 
was." Two of USD's players, 
De Angeles and Nami Kouzu, lost 
their singles matches but each had 
match points. Being just one point 
away from victory and then losing, is 
undeniably one of the most 
frustrating moments in all of sports. 
Nonetheless, at 3-3, USD needed 
only 2 of 3 victories in doubles to 
clinch the title. The match's excite­
ment was at its highest when each 
team captured a doubles win to tie 
the score at 4-4. Meanwhile, the 
deciding doubles match, 
characteristic of the days even-
pairing, stretched to a third set. San­
ta Barbara came out ahead. The 
match being so close, it could have 
gone either way. USD is scheduled 
for a re-match against Santa Barbara 
April 21 concludes Scott McCarthy, 
"The difference was a matter of a 
couple of points that we will make 
up the next time we play in April." 
Last year's Lady Toreros compil­
ed a winning record of 22-16 and 
were named SCAA league champs. 
In the same league, Junior Diane 
Farrell was named Player of the Year 
and coach McCarthy Coach of the 
Year. The women's tennis team 
hopes to repeat and better last year's 
success. Tennis enthusiasts are en­
couraged to come cheer on the 
Toreros at their next home match, 
tomorrow, Feb. 11, against Loyola-
Marymount. The match is scheduled 
to begin at 2 p.m. at the west-end 
tennis courts. BE THERE!! 
Jan. 29: UCLA 7»A, USD l'/z 
Solomon (UCLA) def. Farrel 6-2, 
6-1; Casta (USD) def. O'Brien 6-7, 
6-1, 6-1; Lewis (UCLA) def. 
Newman 6-1, 6-2; Manset (UCLA) 
def. Kouzu 6-1, 6-1; Huebner 
(UCLA) def. Sullivan 6-1, 6-1; Pap-
pelbaum (UCLA) def. DeAngeles 
6-3, 6-3; Farrell/Kouzu (USD) tied 
Manset/O'Brien 6-1, 4-6, 3-5; 
Solomon/Keil (UCLA) def. New-
man/Casta 6-2, 6-0; Jablinow/Pap-
pelbaum (UCLA) def. 
DeAngeles/Sullivan 6-1, 6-2. 
Feb. 4: USD 9, USIU 0 
Farrell (USD) def. Knight 6-1, 
6-1; Casta (USD) def. Bryan 6-1, 
6-0; Newman (USD) def. Stoeffen 
6-2, 6-1; Kouzu (USD) def. Cox 
6-1, 6-1; Sullivan (USD) def. 
Allevato 6-4, 6-1; DeAngeles (USD) 
def. Hillard 6-0, 6-0; Farrell/Kouzu 
(USD) def. Bryan/Knight 7-5, 4-6, 
6-1; Casta/Sullivan (USD) def. 
Cox/Allevato 6-1, 6-4; Rob-
erts/Yturralde (USD) def. Stoef-
fen/Hillard 6-2, 6-1. 
Feb. 5: USD 7>/z, UCSD V/i 
Casta (USD) def. Lareau 6-1, 
6-2; Newman (USD) def. Sturdivant 
6-2, 6-2; Kouzu (USD) def. 
Saavedra 6-2, 6-2; Sullivan (USD) 
def. Jones 6-4, 6-4; DeAngeles 
(USD) def. Akimoto 7-6, 6-1; 
Roberts (USD) def. Fernandez 7-6, 
6-4; Farrell/Kouzu (USD) tied 
Lareau/Akimoto 6-3, 4-6, 3-2; 
Newman/Casta (USD) def. Jones-
/Sturdivant 6-3, 6-4; 
Saavedra/Fernandez (UCSD) def. 
DeAngeles/Roberts 6-2, 3-6, 7-5. 
Feb. 6: UCSB 5, USD 4 
Farrell (USD) def. Lipson 4-6, 
6-4, 6-3; Stozier (UCSB) def. Casta 
7-6, 3-6, 6-3; Newman (USD) def. 
Shea 6-4, 6-7, 6-3; Phillipson 
(UCSB) def. Kouzu 6-7, 7-5, 6-3; 
Abbot (UCSB) def. DeAngeles 3-6, 
6-3, 7-5; Farrell/Kouzu (USD) def. 
Strozier/Lipson 6-4, 6-2; Phillip-
son / M i 11 e r (UCSB) def. New­
man/Casta 6-4, 6-3; Abbot/Shea 
(UCSB) def. DeAngeles/Sullivan 
0-6, 6-1, 6-3. 
Aqua Toreras 
Defeat UCSD 
The University of San Diego 
women's swim team will be looking 
for its seventh victory of the season 
when they host cross-town San 
Diego State University on Fri., Feb. 
12 at 2:30 p.m. in the USD Sports 
Center Pool. 
USD upped its record to 6-4 last 
Friday when they defeated UCSD by 
the score of 62-49. Leading the way 
for the Toreras was the trio of Mary 
Lightfoot, Diane Sims and Janet 
Gaunt. 
Mary took firsts in the 200 Back 
(2:14.9) and the 100 Back (1:02.9). 
Her time in the 200 Back was under 
(Continued on Page 11) 
USD shows their aggressiveness against UC Irvine: The Ruggers are now 10-2 and have won their last seven 
games. (Photo by Mark Ryland) 
Ruggers Bury Irvine 39-0 
The USD Ruggers thoroughly em-
barassed UC Irvine in the Torero Pit 
last Saturday 39-0. The game was 
never in doubt as USD scored in the 
first 15 seconds of play. On the 
opening kick-off, UCI's first pass was 
fumbled and USD's Joe Reitano 
kicked the ball into the end zone and 
fell on it to put the Ruggers ahead 
4-0. The conversion was good and 
USD led 6-0. 
UCI was deep in their own ter­
ritory for much of the first half and 
constantly attempted to kick out of 
trouble. Forward Tim Hoffman 
blocked one of the kicks and 
scrumhalf John Cappetta was in­
terfered with in his attempt to get the 
ball. Cappetta was awarded a penal-
LOSING PLAYERS 
ty try by the referee. He later added 
another try to score his game high 
eight points. 
Lock Chris Pascale also had two 
tries, leading the forward pack once 
again this game. Pascale said this 
about his play, "I was like really feel­
ing at one with the universe man, 
and uh, you know, my karma was 
just there man. It was cool, correc-
tamundo dude." 
Captain John Purcell had two 
points on the afternoon and wing 
Michael DeRoche led all scorers with 
17 points. His most impressive score 
was a 50-yard run set up with a nice 
pass by fullback Matty Sandoval. 
Forward Andy Walker had a near 
Toreras Holding Together 
"Because they really want to 
play," answered both Freshman 
Mary Stanbra and Sophomore 
Kathy Nemeth when separately ask­
ed what keeps the remaining players 
of the Women's Basketball team go­
ing. The team began the season with 
14 women on their original roster. 
That roster has been reduced to 
seven players, including the recent 
addition of the former manager, 
Kathy Nemeth. 
For reasons ranging from injuries 
to personal problems involving the 
team and not, eight players will not 
finish the remainder of the season. 
"We have to pull up our boot straps 
and do what needs to be done," 
stated Head Coach Kathy Marpe in 
a rather calm manner. Adjustments 
have been made: the women have 
transferred to a zone coverage rather 
than their original man-to-man plans 
so not to foul out of games so much. 
They've also slowed down the pace 
of their games. All in all, the main 
adjustments lie in the morale of the 
team. 
Mary Stanbra, who suffered a torn 
ligament in her right knee during 
January 12th's game against the 
University of Texas, El Paso, ex­
plained, "At first it was hard, but 
there are strong players left who 
have learned to deal with the pro­
blem. The coaches make a big dif­
ference and the players seem to pull 
together seeing the coaches handle 
the situation so well." Stanbra con­
tinues to attend every practice and 
game, on crutches, in support of her 
team. She's optimistically looking 
forward to next year when she can 
play again. 
The Toreras are actually holding 
their ground despite the difficulties. 
Their seasonal record stands at 
9-15, a three win improvement over 
last season's record. Most recently, 
they defeated Northridge, 71-66, in 
an away game last Saturday. That 
win rebounded a loss to Biola the 
previous evening. The 84-55 loss to 
Biola was a tough match, especially 
with their highest scorer ac­
cumulating 34 points for their team. 
With a 19 point deficit at halftime, 
the remainder of the game was 
beyond USD's grasp. As usual, 
(Continued on Page 10) 
miss on the final conversion of the 
day. 
The Ruggers are now 10-2 this 
season having won their seven 
games straight. They have also 
outscored their opponents 64-0 in 
the last three games and have shut 
out four of the last six teams they 
have faced. Next week this very 
strong defensive team goes on the 
road to play Cal-Poly Pomona. 
The USD second team was 
videotaped by Southwestern Cable 
in their game with San Diego State. 
The complete game will be televised 
on cable television sometime in 





Friday, Feb. 12, SDSU, 2:30pm 
Men's Basketball 
Thursday, Feb. 11 
7:30pm at Santa Clara 
Saturday, Feb. 13 
8pm at USF 
Thursday, Feb. 18 
Pepperdine, 7:30pm 
Saturday, Feb. 20 
Loyola, 7:30pm 
Women's Basketball 
Thursday. Feb. 11 
Pepperdine, 7:30pm 
Fridaym Feb. 19 
7:30pm at Cal St. L A. 
Saturday, Feb. 20 
7:30pm at UC Irvine 
Men's Baseball 
Thursday, Feb. 11 
Point Loma, 2:30pm 
Tuesday, Feb. 16 
Point Loma, 2:30pm 
Friday, Feb. 19 
2:30pm at UC Riverside 
Saturday, Feb. 20 
T2pm at UC Riverside (2) 
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Coming To Camino Theatre 
Fri. Feb. 26 1 Night Only 
3 Shows — 6, 8, and 10 pm 
USD Undergraduates $3 General Public & Staff $3.50 
